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The aim of the present inquiry lies in examining syntactic positions that non-finite relative constructions are able to relativize, that is, their accessibility to relativization or, in short, their relativizability. The range of relativizable positions in non-finite constructions is confronted with that of the finite relatives. The confrontation of two structurally differing strategies, non-finite (NFR) and finite relativization (FR), entails the task of introducing a unified system of reference and to legitimate the clausal identity of both relative constructions on the basis of an all-inclusive definition of relative clause (RC).
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1. The study aims at providing a short account of non-finite relativization (NFR) in Standard Arabic. Non-finite relativization is identified with a syntactic strategy that produces relative constructions with adjectival or verbonominal

* This study is published within the grant project VEGA 2/0153/09.
(mainly participial) predicates, in contrast to finite relativization (FR) whose constructions rely on finite-verb predication.

Relative constructions of whatever structural nature, irrespective of the word-class identity of their predicates (verbal, verbonominal or adjectival), are uniformly identified with relative clauses (RCs). From a semantic point of view, in tune with the forthcoming definitions, a RC is identified with a clause narrowing the potential reference of a referring expression by restricting the reference to those referents of which a particular proposition is true. In accordance with the latter definition, the RC is identified with restrictive RCs throughout the present inquiry.

The theoretical and pragmatic import of the latter functional aspect clearly appears in several fields of linguistic interest, including the acquisition and processing of relative clauses and other types of subordinate constructions. The attention of linguists paid to syntactic roles accessible to relativization is relatively new and the topic has still not found the place it deserves in reference grammars and other types of comprehensive treatises devoted to individual languages.

In the Indo-European languages, like German, or English, finite relatives may relativize almost all syntactic positions while their non-finite counterparts are restricted to only one, that of the subject. The latter drastic asymmetry appears even in Russian, noted for the richness of its participial morphology and for the liberal acceptance of prenominal participial constructions not in use in current IE languages. The non-finite relativization (NFR) in Arabic stands

---

1 They are known under various names, such as adjectival, adnominal (relative) clauses. The adjective-like form of these relatives is reflected in FISCHER’s (2002, p. 194) attributive Rel.-Sätze mit adjektivischem Prädikat, and in some very recent terms: adjectivischer Satz, DIEM 1998, or Satzadjektiv, EI-AYOUBI et al. 2001. For a more sample presentation see later on.
5 DORON, E., REINTGES, C. H. On the syntax of participial modifiers, pp. 9, 22.
6 Ibid., pp. 16, 19.
somewhat closer to the finite strategy (FR), since besides subjects, it is also able to relativize some non-subject syntactic positions.

Arabic as presented in the study, identifies with all synthetic varieties thereof that comply, in principle, with the linguistic norm, elaborated by the early Arab grammarians in the 8th and 9th centuries CE. This constitutes the still clearly recognizable core of all modern grammars of Arabic, inclusive of those with scholarly aspirations. Due to the basic structural identity, no sharp distinction is made between Classical Arabic, the language of the pre-Islamic poetry (6th cent.), the Qur'ān (7th cent.), that of the canonized scholarly and literary works of the Arab Middle Ages, and Modern Written Arabic (MWA), formed and progressively matured through the 19th and 20th centuries, the linguistic medium of the Arab world of today. The occasional distinction between data derived from any of the two linguistic entities has to *remind semantic and cultural rather than structural cleavage. The major part of the structural niceties in which Classical and Modern Written Arabic might differ from each other go beyond the scope of the present inquiry. Arabic, defined in this way, will be referred to as Standard Arabic (SA).

2. Clausal identity of finite and non-finite relatives

The astonishing variety of language-specific structural features, associated with relativization, leaves no space for cross-linguistically valid generalizations. All the more important is the task of creating a unified system of reference to cope with this structural diversity. Several attempts have been made to advance a sufficiently general definition of the relative clause (RC), compatible with both finite and non-finite relativization strategies. As it became obvious, the notion of an arbitrary RC was still too large to lend itself to such a definition. Semantic considerations, dominating the search for an all-comprising definition, narrowed down the notion of the RC to the restrictive sub-class thereof.

Downing’s definition of an arbitrary RC involves the following three properties: (i) coreference (of a RC’s nominal /Rel NP/ with another nominal /Ant NP/ outside of the RC); (ii) the RC is an assertion about a Rel NP that the

---

latter is its theme;\(^8\) (iii) the relation of modification between a RC and its Ant NP.\(^9\)

A relative clause, in de Vries’ presentation (i) is subordinated (syntactic aspect), and (ii) is connected to surrounding material by a pivot constituent (semantic aspect). A pivot constituent is semantically shared by the matrix clause (MC) and the RC and, if explicitly expressed in the MC, it can be identified with the antecedent (Ant). Besides these defining properties, a RC is characterized by an ‘additional essential property’: the semantic and syntactic role the pivot has in the RC are in principle independent from its roles in the MC.\(^10\)

2.1. The high generality range of the two definitions did not succeed as yet in separating them from the complex-sentence domain of relativization they apply to. The unified clausal reference to all cross-linguistically attested relative structures, both finite and non-finite, complex-sentence constructions, as well as those embedded in simple sentences, is confronted with the critical relationship between the notion of clause and that of simple sentence. The analyst has to count with only two options: to run into a series of disturbing inconsistencies by creating a virtual sentence hierarchy which would allow him to reanalyse simple sentence in complex-sentence terms or to ignore the syntactic background of relativization altogether. The latter option seems to be adopted in the substantially syntax-free way of identifying an arbitrary restrictive RC, supported by the semantically worded definition of the latter, as proposed by Keenan and Comrie.

According to this definition, any syntactic structure is considered to be a RC if it specifies a set of entities (domain of relativization) which is subsequently restricted to some subset of which a certain sentence is true (restricting sentence). In the surface-structure wording, the domain of relativization equals the head NP, antecedent (Ant), while the restricting sentence is identified with the RC.\(^11\)

\(^9\) DOWNING, B., op. cit., p. 380.
The semantically based notion of the relative clause, as formulated above, indiscriminately assigns the RC status to both complex-sentence finite-verb relatives and to simple-sentence non-finite relative constructions whose clausal or non-clausal classification entirely depends on the criteria adopted (illustrated with German):

(a) der Mann, der in seinem Büro arbeitet (the man who in his office works)  
    ‘the man who works in his office’
(b) der in seinem Büro arbeitende Mann (the in his office working man)  
    (as above).

In the traditional phrase structure grammar, only the (a) variant is granted the status of a RC while its (b) parallel is mostly described as a multicomponental attribute, especially in the pedagogically-minded manuals,\textsuperscript{12} or as an expansion of adjectival and participial attribute.\textsuperscript{13}

2.2. The syntax-free identification of relative structures is not the only way to legitimate the essential equivalence of non-finite and finite relative constructions. Early generative grammar analysed participial modifiers as clausal structures derived from finite relative clauses through a ‘relative clause reduction transformation’, for English also known as wh-is-deletion.\textsuperscript{14} This transformation presents participial modifiers as syntactically reduced versions of relative clauses, through the deletion of the wh-operator together with the finite auxiliary is:

(a) the boy who is walking his dog →
(b) the boy walking his dog.

The transformation changes the full, finite RC, introduced with complementizer (who), into a reduced, non-finite one, with the complementizer deleted together with the finite element.

3. The phenomenon of accessibility (to relativization), conceived as ability to relativize and its easiness, was first seriously investigated by Edward Keenan

\textsuperscript{12} HELBIG, G., BUSCHA, J. Deutsche Grammatik. Ein Handbuch für den Ausländerunterricht, p. 599: mehrgliedriges Attribut. or Erweiterung des adjektivischen und partizipialen Attributs.


and Bernard Comrie in 1977 in terms of 'noun phrase accessibility hierarchy' (NPAH) or simply accessibility. The problem has been known by this name since then. With reference to Japanese, Susumu Kuno speaks about relativizability.

For Keenan and Comrie, the difference between finite and non-finite constructions, as illustrated by the German examples above, consists only in different relative-clause-forming strategies with no impact on their clausal identity:

(a) *der Mann, der in seinem Büro arbeitet* 'the man who works in his office'

(b) *der in seinem Büro arbeitende Mann* (as above).

This difference, however, has a substantial impact on the accessibility range of the two relativization strategies. While, in the (a) variant of the German examples any major head position in simple sentence can be relativized, in the (b) variant the accessibility is reduced to the subject position of the head. The substantial difference between the accessibility range of finite (FR) and non-finite relativization (NFR), just described for German, may be found in English, Russian and in numerous other languages of the world. In a number of other languages, like Arabic, Hungarian, Turkish or Korean, this difference may be considerably smaller. The accessibility range variation, activated by the transition from one pole of the FR-NFR bipartition to another, will be more closely examined in the following paragraphs.

In the domain of finite relativization strategy, syntactic positions are ordered in such a way that every term, listed in the AF1, is more easily accessible to relativization than the following one. The first, the most easily accessible position, is occupied by the subject, the last, by the object of comparison. The AF1 in its recent form is the result of a relatively large cross-linguistic analysis. The English RCs, filling all syntactic positions in the AF1, should not suggest that any language necessarily distinguishes all these categories, either in terms of RC formation or in terms of other syntactic processes.

3.1. In accordance with the recent experimental studies in RC processing, the phenomenon of accessibility has a considerable psychological validity as it offers a sort of psychological accessibility to the RC formation. It was found, for instance, that English-speaking children, aged 6 – 8 years, understand RCs formed on subjects easier than ones formed on direct objects. The privileged

---

position of subjects in relativization is shown by the first place the subject occupies in the Keenan and Comrie's accessibility hierarchy: subject (SU) –
direct object (DO) – indirect object (IO) – oblique (OBL) – genitive (GEN) -
object of comparison (OCOMP).19

The psychological relevance of accessibility is confirmed by numerous attempts to propose hierarchies from the opposite side of the relativization process: not from that of acquisition (as in NPAH), but from that of identification or processing (MacWhinney and Pleh, for Hungarian, or Özçelik, for Turkish), as shown in what follows.

3.2. Each syntactic position is relativized by one of the two basic relativization strategies: (a) Gap strategy, and (b) referent pronoun (Ref) strategy.20 This basic bipartition holds for both finite and non-finite relatives (gaps, indicating the place of the extracted element, are marked by the symbol ( ), referent pronouns, are marked by brackets):

Gap-relative, finite:
al-mar'atu iltati taskumu (f) fi bayti- ħā 'the woman who lives in her house' → SR
=Df-woman who lives [Gap: al-mar'atu] in her house;

Ref-relative, finite:
al-baytu iladi taskumu fi- [hi] l-mar'atu 'the house where the woman lives' → NSR
=Df-house which lives in [Ref: it] Df-woman;

Gap-relative, non-finite:
al-mar'atu lsakinatu (f) fi bayti-ā21 'the woman (who is) living in her house'
=Df-woman Df-living [Gap: al-mar'atu] in house-her; → SR

Ref-relative, non-finite:
al-baytu l-sakinatu fi-[hi] l-mar'atu 'the house the woman is living in' → NSR

Before trying to examine the applicability of the AH to non-finite relativization, the procedure will be illustrated with hierarchical arrangement of finite relatives in English and Arabic.

---

20 Ibid., p. 37 ff.; see also KAPLAN, A. F. Patterns of Relativization and Recent Formulations of Markedness, pp. 4 – 5.
21 The pronominal -hā in bayti-ḥā 'her house' is a possessive, in the rel. clause fi-ḥā, it operates as a referent (resumptive) pronoun.
(1) English:
SU → The band that plays in the Jazz Joint rehearsed in the barn.
DO → The band that I saw in the Jazz Joint...
IO → The band that I gave £10 to...
OBL → The band that I play guitar in...
GEN → The band whose songs are funky...
OCOMP → The band that few are bigger than...

(2) Arabic:
SU → al-ragul-u illadī štarā l-sayyārat-a (ţāniyy-un) 'the man who bought the car (is rich)'
= the-man-NOM who bought the-car-ACC (/is/ rich-tanwin: NOM);
DO-Gap → al-kitāb-u illādī qara't-u (mutmi'c-un) 'the book /that/ I read (is interesting)'
= the-book-NOM that read-I (/is/ interesting-tanwin: NOM);
DO-Ref → al-kitāb-u illādī qara't-u-hu (mutmi'c-un) (see above)
= the-book-NOM that read-I-it (/is/ interesting-tanwin-NOM);
IO-Ref → al-walad-u illādī 'aţayt-u-hu l-kitāb-a (humā) 'the boy to whom I gave the book (is here)'
= the-boy-NOM who gave-I-him the-book-ACC (/is/ here);
OBL → al-qalam-u illādī katabt-u bi-lii (dulāt)
= the-pen-NOM Rel wrote-I with-Ref (was lost);
GEN → al-šayh-u illādī 'ugīl-u 'ahwā-hu (huwa l-šayh-u edward kanadi) 'the Senator whose two brothers were assassinated (is Senator Edward Kennedy)'
= the-Senator-NOM who were-ssassinated two-brothers-NOM-his (he-/is/ Senator E. K.)
;
OCOMP → al-fatāt-u latif samīra 'aţgmal-u min-hā (tudālā salwā) 'the girl that Samira is more handsome than (is Salwa)'
= the-girl-NOM that Samira /is/ more handsome-NOM than-she (is named Salwa).

3.3. Transition from finite (FR) to non-finite relativization (NFR).

(1) For the sake of transparency and economy of reference a certain generalization in notation and morpheme glossing has been adopted. As the fundamental accessibility opposition as to the easiness of relativization lies between the subject (S) and all remaining syntactic positions, summarily referred to as non-subject (NS), in generalizing statements, the accessibility scale will be reduced to only two basic categories: (1) subject relativization (SR), including subject position, as most readily relativizable in both finite and non-finite strategies, and (2) non-subject relativization (NSR), including all remaining head positions. Individual non-subject positions will be specified when descriptively relevant.

As already hinted at, the accessibility range between the finite and non-finite relativization strategies may widely differ. In the English non-finite relativization (NFR), for instance, from the six accessible finite-relative positions, listed above, only that of subject is accessible to relativization:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SU} & \rightarrow \text{FR}: \text{The band [that plays in the Jazz Joint] rehearsed in the barn;} \\
\text{SU} & \rightarrow \text{NFR}: \text{The band [playing in the Jazz Joint]};
\end{align*}
\]

Accordingly, in the NFR, English may be classified as a subject-relativizing (SR) language.

(2) In transferring FR relatives into their NFR counterparts, Arabic constructions are selected in such a way as to avoid hypothetical non-finite constructions that might result from some relativizable positions of the finite relatives quoted. The lacking correspondences are primarily due to the disturbing gaps in the non-finite syntax of Modern Standard Arabic. The SU position with a problematic non-finite DO expansion may serve as an example: \(\text{al-ragul-u llad} \text{di starah l-sayyarat-a} \) 'the man who bought the car' where the non-finite DO has no support in the extant structural descriptions of MSA that would cope with the structural alternation: \(\text{sara}uh\text{-un 'abir\text{-un al-qarr\text{-ati}},}
\]

'intercontinental missile', lit. 'missile traversing the continents', with a final DO in ACC, or with an alternative, largely hypothetical attributive reading in GEN in \(\text{~ 'abir\text{-u l-qarr\text{-ati}}}
\]

which is further complicated by the unpredictable

---

24 KEENAN-COMRIE’s symbols are used in quoting examples connected with the Accessibility Hierarchy.
25 WEHR-COWAN, 4th ed.: \(\text{sara}uh \text{ ‘abir al-qarrat.}
\]
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occurrence of the object-introducing particle li-, as in ǧāz musīl li-l-dumīr ‘tear gas’, lit. ‘gas provoking the tears’; etc. The same structural ambiguity would certainly appear in the non-finite version of IO, if available at all.

Selected syntactic positions:

SU → FR: al-bint-u (Illaṭi tannāma ‘alā sarīr-i-hā) ‘the girl who sleeps on her bed’
= DF-girl-NOM Rel:who:FSg sleep:Ipf:3FSg on bed-GEN-her;

SU → NFR: al-bint-u [I-nā’im-at-u ‘alā sarīr-i-hā] ‘the girl / who is/ sleeping on her bed’
= DF-girl-NOM DF-Pa:sleeping-F-NOM on bed-GEN-her;

DO → FR: sārīr-hum [ya’buru l-qārr-āti] ‘a missile that traverses the continents’
= missile-Idf.NOM traverse: Ipfs:3MSg DF-continent-F/Pl.ACC;

DO → NFR: see (2) above;

OBL → FR: al-sarīr-u (Illaṭi tannāma ‘alay-hi l-bint-u) ‘the bed the girl sleeps on’
= DF-bed-NOM Rel:MSg sleep:Ipfs:3FSg on-it DF-girl;

OBL → NFR: al-sarīr-u [I-nā’im-at-u ‘alay-hi l-bint-u] ‘the bed the girl is sleeping on’
= DF-bed DF-Pa:sleeping-F-NOM on-it DF-girl-NOM;

GEN → FR: al-masnāc-u (Illaṭi tuglaq ‘abwāb-u-hum) ‘the factory whose gates are closed’
= DF-factory-NOM Rel:MSg are closed: Ipf.Psv.3FSg gates-NOM-Ins;

GEN → NFR: al-masnāc-u [I-muglaq-at-u ‘abwāb-u-hum] ‘id.’

4. Keenan and Comrie’s accessibility theory, critical remarks

4.1. Keenan and Comrie’s hypothesis, by now widely accepted, is not entirely free from critical remarks. The thematic objection, formulated by Kuno, is worth considering. ‘It is not the syntactic position alone that plays the main part in determining relativizability, it is the theme related to that syntactic position. ‘I suspect,’ claims Kuno, ‘that the /above/ hierarchy for relativization is in fact a hierarchy for accessibility to thematic interpretation of noun phrases. Namely, the subject is easiest to relativize because it is easiest to interpret the noun phrase in subject position as the theme of the sentence.’

The weight of Kuno’s remark is all the greater considering that the priority of theme over subject, as reflected in the relationship between topic-comment and subject-predicate sentence-types, can be confirmed in a wide cross-linguistic space. The distribution of the two sentential relationships across languages shows that while the former relationship may be found in all languages of the world, the latter may not, even if the identification of subjects in most topic-prominent languages, is still possible. In fact, all the languages we have
investigated have the topic-comment construction, and although not all languages have the subject-predicate construction, there appear to be ways of identifying subjects in all topic-prominent languages.

Subject-predicate and topic-comment constructions in English sentences:

subject - predicate: John hit Mary

topic - comment: As for education, John prefers Bertrand Russell’s ideas.

4.2. The AH defines a number of universal postulates of fundamental interest. The cross-linguistic application of some AH generalizations showed that they cannot be reliably confirmed. The claim that a language that allows relativization of a given AH position must allow relativization of all higher AH positions is contradicted by several obvious facts. Kaplan showed that languages that accept referent pronouns in all AH positions lower than subjects, need not apply the Ref strategy to subjects themselves, occupying the top AH position, which opposes one of the very fundamental AH principles. Hebrew and Arabic examples clearly demonstrate this contradiction which may be confirmed by any other language with an identical Gap - Ref distribution:

(Gaps are marked as (), referent pronouns are underlined)

MSA: SU-Gap → SR:

al-ragul-u iladi štarā (isayyarat-a (ganiyy-un) ‘the man who bought the car (is rich),
(the-man-N who bought the-car-A (is/ rich-tanwīn: N));

MH: SU-Gap → SR:

ha-‘ārie she-/hishcr taraf() J etha-yeled(harax) ‘the lion that devoured the boy (escaped),
(the-lion that devoured A the-boy (escaped));

MSA: DO-Gap → NsR:

al-kitāb-u iladi qara’t-u () (mumti‘-un) ‘the book /that/ I read (is interesting),
(the-book-N that read-I (is/ interesting-tanwīn: N));

30 KAPLAN, A., op. cit., p. 4.
(ra’itti) ‘et ha-yeled she-’ašer rina ‘ohevot ()’ (I saw) the boy that Rina loves’, ((saw-I) A the-boy that Rina loves);

MSA: DO-Ref → NsR:
al-kitāb-u laḏī qara’t-u-hu (muntīz-un) (see MSA: DO-Gap above),
(the-book-N that read-I-it (/is/ interesting-tanwīm-N));

MH: DO-Ref → NsR:
(ra’itti) ‘et ha-yeled she-‘ašer rina ‘ohevot  ‘oto (see MH: DO-Gap above),
((saw-I) A the-boy that Rina loves-him);

MSA: IO-Ref → NsR:
al-walad-u laḏī ‘aṣayt-u-hu l-kitā-b-a (humā) ‘the boy to whom I gave the book (is here),
(the-boy-N who gave-I-him the-book-A (/is/ here));

MH: IO-Ref → NsR:
((ra’itti) ‘et ha-yeled she-‘ašer rina xashva ‘alav’ (I saw) the boy that Rina thought about’ ((saw-I) A the-boy that Rina thought about-him).

5. Arabic non-finite relative clauses (NF-RCs) classified

(1) By the word class membership of the predicate, the Arabic non-finite relative clause may be either:

(a) adjectival: al-mar’atu [l-ḥasanu waḡhu-hā] ‘the woman whose face is handsome’,
or
(b) participial: \textit{al-mar’atu [l-sākinatu fī baytī-hā]} ‘the woman /who is/ living in her house’;

= Df-woman Df-living in house-her.\textsuperscript{33}

In contrast to many other languages of the world (English, Russian, Hungarian, Turkish, among others) participial predicates of the Arabic non-finite relatives have no overt relativizers; their absence is obviously due to the lack of the TA morphology in the Arabic participles with which the relativization marking is usually associated;

(2) By the nature of syntactic constituents:
(a) RCs with internal subject (S-RCs): \textit{al-mar’atu [l-ḥasanu wağhu-hā]} (see above),
= Df-woman Df-handsome face-her → Ant + RC (P + S);
(b) RCs with internal non-subject (NS-RCs): \textit{al-mar’atu [l-sākinatu fī baytī-hā]}
= Df-woman Df-living in house-her → Ant + RC (P + NS);

(3) By the role they play in the relativizing process:

For the sake of transparency and economy of reference, the AH scale will be reduced to only two basic categories: (1) subject relativizing RCs (SR-RCs), including subject position, as most readily relativizable in both finite (FR) and non-finite relativization (NFR) strategies, and (2) non-subject relativizing RCs (NSR-RCs), including all remaining head positions. Non-subject positions will be individualized when descriptively relevant.

(a) subject relativizing RC’s (SR-RCs):
\textit{al-mar’atu [l-sākinatu fī baytī-hā]} ‘the woman /who is/ living in her house’
(see above),
(b) non-subject relativizing RCs (NSR-RCs):
\textit{al-bayitu [l-sākinatu fī-hi l-mar’atu]} ‘the house in which the woman is living’,
= Df-house Df-living in-it Df-woman;

\textsuperscript{33} For the sake of economy and transparency, the morphemic segmentation and glossing will be restricted to the just analysed features and will not be continuously homogeneous in all data quoted. The morpheme glossing will further be omitted in repeatedly quoted syntactic units or their parts, occurring in close contexts, some items of which have already been identified.
(3.1) Since some fundamental notions, like subject and non-subject, derived from the structural description, compete with those related to the accessibility positions, a certain conceptual relativity results therefrom which is reflected in the symbolic notation. When submitting RCs with internal subject (S-RCs) to the relativization process, the result will show that they allow only non-subject relativization (NSR), in contrast to RCs with an internal non-subject (NS-RCs) which undergo subject relativization (SR), as in:

S-RCs:
\[ \text{al-mar'atu [l-\text{hasanu wa\'g\text{h}u\text{h}a\text{h}]} > \text{Ant} + \text{RC (P + S)} \rightarrow \text{NSR} \]
which can be expressed in form of the equation: S-RCs = NSR (beyond equality the equation symbol (=) has to imply a state of inconvertibility to SR).

NS-RCs:
Quite opposite result will be obtained when relativizing RCs with an internal non-subject, as in:
\[ \text{al-mar'atu [l-\text{s\text{\text{"a}kinu\text{"a}tuf}\text{\text{"i}}bayti-h\text{\text{"a}}]} > \text{Ant S + RC (P + NS)} \rightarrow \text{SR} \]
or, symbolically: NS-RCs = SR, where the conversion to NSR is possible (see below).

(3.11) The subject resulting from a non-subject conversion by a relativization process differs from the stable (unconverted) subject of a nominal sentence syntactically organized as a relative clause, since only the latter is a constituent of the S-RC quoted above, and only the latter satisfies the equation S-RC = NSR. Accessibility stability differs in RCs with internal non-subject (NS-RC) with respect to RCs with internal subjects converted therefrom:

\[ \text{NS-RC: al-mar'atu [l-\text{s\text{\text{"a}kinu\text{"a}tuf}\text{\text{"i}}bayti-h\text{\text{"a}}]} > \text{Ant S + RC (P + NS)} \rightarrow \text{SR} \]
\[ \text{S-RC: al-baytu [l-\text{s\text{\text{"a}kinu\text{"a}tuf}\text{\text{"i}}hi l-mar'atu]} > \text{Ant NS + RC (P + S)} \rightarrow \text{NSR} \]

In spite of the same identity symbol and the same accessibility output (NSR), the two S-RCs (3.1 and 3.11) differ in terms of accessibility type stability:
S-RC: al-mar'atu [l-\text{hasanu wa\'g\text{h}u\text{h}a\text{h}]} \rightarrow S-RC = NSR (inconvertible RC)
NS-RC\text{\text{"a}tuf}\text{\text{"i}}hi l-mar'atu] \rightarrow S-RC = NSR (convertible RC).

Inconvertible relatives may change their accessibility characteristic only by adopting another relative construction of a desired accessibility type, if available in the language concerned. The NSR-RC construction al-mar'atu [l-\text{hasanu wa\'g\text{h}u\text{h}a\text{h}]} for instance, which cannot be converted into a SR-RC, may acquire the latter accessibility type by adopting structurally different relative
construction with genitive attribute (al-wāgh-i) substituting for the internal subject (wağhu-hā):

\[ al-mu'ar'at-u [l-hasan-at-u l-wāgh-i] \] ‘the woman with a handsome face’ \rightarrow \text{SR} = Df-woman:F-NOM Df-handsome-F-NOM Df-face-GEN;

(4) By the grammatically relevant order of S and P, the S-RCs may be subdivided into:

(a) SP-RCs: \[ məsna'un [\text{'}abwāb-u-hu məglaqa-at-un] \] ‘a factory whose gates are closed’,

= factory-Idf.NOM gates-NOM-its closed-F.Sg-Idf.NOM ;

(b) PS-RCs: \[ məsna'un [məglaqa-at-un \text{'}abwāb-u-hu] \] (as in SP-RCs),

= factory-Idf.NOM closed-F.Sg-Idf.NOM gates-NOM-its ;

(aa) In SP-RCs, like: \[ məsna'un [\text{'}abwābhu məglaqa]tun] \], the indefiniteness of Ant is grammatically bound to mark the difference between the definite subject of a nominal sentence \[ (al-məsna'u [\text{'}abwābhu məglaqatun] \] ‘the gates of the factory are closed’) and the indefinite Ant of a relative clause, as presented in 4(a);

(bb) On the other hand, PS-RC admits both definiteness variants:

define: \[ al-məsna'u [l-məglaqa]tun'abwāb-u-hu] \] ‘the factory whose gates are closed’,

= Df-factory-Df-/are/-closed-gates-its

indefinite: \[ məsna'un [məglaqa]tun 'abwābhu] \] (§4(b)).

(aaa) Unless resorting to additional syntactic operators, borrowed from beyond the non-finite system, the indefiniteness of SP-RCs is constant, in contrast to PS-RCs which are open to the deictic definiteness variation. The grammatically motivated indefiniteness of SP-RCs may only be invalidated by inserting the extra-systemic operator Rel: \[ al-mu'ar'atu lla]fī wağhu-hā hasanun \] ‘the woman whose face is handsome’, transferred from the postnominal FR construction type: \[ al-ma]sna'u lla]fī (Rel) 'ağlaqa (Pf.3Sg) 'abwāba-hu \] ‘the factory which closed its gates’, lit. ‘gates-its’. The appropriate definiteness differentiation in this case may be achieved by a conversion into the PS-RC structural type, as indicated in 4 (bb) above.

(5) By the RC’s position in relation to the head (linear orientation):

(a) prenominal (left-branching), and (b) postnominal (right-branching):

finite relative (F-R) with relative pronoun (Rel) \rightarrow \text{postnominal}: \[ al-gaṣr-u lla]fī tuq\text{'}imu fi-hī l'amir-at-u \] ‘the palace where the princess resides’ 289
non-finite relative (NFR) without Rel →: postnominal:
al-qasru l-muqimatu fi-hi l-`amīratu ‘as finite above’,
= Df-palace-NOM Df-Pa: residing: F-NOM in-it Df-princess: F-NOM;

The postnominal orientation of non-finite RCs distinguishes Arabic from many languages which use prenominal non-finite relatives. The following examples confront Arabic postnominal non-finite constructions with their Hungarian, Turkish and Korean prenominal counterparts. To better visualize the difference, RCs are included in square brackets:

Arabic: NFR, postnominal:
al-qasru l-muqimatu fi-hi l-`amīratu ‘as finite Arabic above’,
= Df-palace-NOM Df-Pa: residing: F-NOM in-it Df-princess: F-NOM;

Hungarian: NFR, prenominal:
a [könyv-et olvas-ó] lány ‘the girl (who is) reading a/the book’
= Df-book-ACC reading-PrP girl;

Turkish: NFR, prenominal:
[kitab-i al-an] öğrenci ‘the student who bought the book’
= book-ACC buy-Psr student;

Korean: NFR, prenominal:
[sakwa-lul sacwu-n] swuknye ‘the lady who bought the apple’
= apple-ACC buy-PP lad

6. Agreement in the Arabic NF-RCs
Relative clauses with internal subject (S-RCs) are extracted from nominal sentences:

(a) by modifying the definiteness pattern: (SP-RC):
Apart from the deictic function, the dichotomous system of definiteness with oppositely oriented definite (+) and indefinite (-) states plays an important grammatical role in distinguishing between attributive and predicative relationships:
al-‘amīr-at-u qaṣr-u-hā ḥasan-un → ‘amīrat-un qaṣruḥā ḥasanun 34 (SP-RC)
(Df-princess: F-N palace-N-her-beautiful-Idf/N → princess: Idf/F-N etc.),
that is:

(b) by changing the subject-predicate order of the RC: (PS-RC).
As already indicated in §5(4), the relative clause extracted from a nominal
sentence of the structural type quoted above, SP-RC, may produce another
structural variant by changing the order of the subject and predicate, PS-RC.
Besides the characteristic definiteness state distribution, both RC types differ
from each other in significant agreement patterns. For purposes of the following
description, two basic agreement patterns are distinguished:
   (aa) compact or full agreement, depending on one agreement-imposing centre, and
   (bb) divided or split (Melnik’s hybrid)35 agreement, depending on two
   agreement-imposing centres.

6.1. SP-RC, as a clausal structure whose predicate is represented by an
autonomous RC, has a compact (full) agreement which consists of two separate
processes:
   (a) Ant ↔ Ref,
   (b) S ↔ P, as in:
   ‘amīr-at-un qaṣr-u-hā ḥasan-un ‘a princess whose palace is beautiful’;
   = princess: F-Idf/NOM palace-NOM-Ref:3FSg beautiful-Idf/NOM

   (aa) Ant - Ref: ‘amīr-at-un = F-Idf/NOM ↔ -hā = 3FSg
       shared categories: gender, number: F, Sg;

   (bb) S ↔ P: qaṣr-u = NOM/Df ↔ ḥasan-un = Idf/NOM
       shared categories: case: NOM (marked), gender, number: M, Sg (unmarked);
       category excluded: definiteness; non-agreement (Df ↔ Idf) operates as an
       indicator of predicativeness within the RC.

The independence of the two agreement processes may be confirmed by RCs
whose Ant has a paradigmatic identity different from that of the RC’s subject
(case, gender, or the like):

34 For the sake of economy and transparency, identical examples or their parts,
occuring in the same context more than once, will be segmented and glossed only at
their first occurrence.
    From the html version.
ra°aytu °amīratun (ACC) qašruhā ḥasanun (NOM) ‘I saw a princess whose palace is....’

6.2. PS-RC:
As indicated in §5(4), by word order inversion in S and P the SP-RC may be transformed into PS-RC with a number of different, highly specific structural properties, like definiteness state distribution and agreement pattern

SP-RC: Ant (−) S (+) P (−) → PS-RC: Ant (+) P (±) S (+), that is:

(1) SP-RC/Idf: °amīratun qašruhā ḥasanun ‘a princess whose palace is beautiful’;
(2a) PS-RC/Idf: °amīratun ḥasanun qašruhā (the same as SP-RC/Idf);
(2b) PS-RC/Df: al-°amīratul-ḥasanu qašruhā ‘the princess whose palace is beautiful’;

With early Arab grammarians, the non-finite relative constructions with inverted subject-predicate order were treated under the heading of nart sababī, interpreted as an attribute that modifies a noun (Ant) indirectly, through modification of another noun. Such a noun may be illustrated with a Ref-related subject of a PS-RC, as in marartu bi-rağūlin kafrin ʿadīwu-hu37 ‘I passed by a man who had many enemies’, lit. ‘whose enemies were numerous’, or in any of the previously glossed PS-RCs. In works of Western provenance, the term is usually translated as indirect attribute.

The inverted structure of PS RCs has been extensively studied by Western scholars for more than a century under various headings: subtype of

36 Agreement in Arabic syntax is subject to a number of agreement restrictions, such as non-human (nh) reference of a plural noun (pl) which imposes a feminine singular (fs) on the agreeing modifier, irrespective of the word-class membership and syntactic position of the latter: buyūt (nh/pl) kabīra (fs) ‘old houses’), to avoid misreadings in the agreement glossing, such nh-plurals will be glossed as feminine singulars (fs). In verbal sentences another frequent agreement restrictor operates in the form of pre-subject (ps) position of the verbal predicate which imposes an invariable singular (is), the agreement being reduced to gender, as in: dahaba (went; ps >is) l-rigāl-u (Df-men: M.PI-N) ḫālī l-masāqīd-i (to-Df-mosque-G) wa-sallaw rak‘at-aynī (and-prayed: M/Pl-two rak‘as). As evident from the example quoted, the predicate in the post-subject position (sallaw) resumes its unreduced agreement pattern. Some other, less powerful agreement constraints, are ignored here.

Nominal apposition, the notion of Attraction, was used to describe these constructions since Caspari and its English translation by Wright, consisting of al-sabab (Ant) and al-musabbab (P) which agrees with Ant only in case and definiteness, by attraction, Reckendorf's Attraktion, Brockelmann's Attraktion im asyndetischen Relativsatz, or Fischer's attributive Rel.-Sätze mit adjektivischem Präd. Their adjective-like structure is reflected in Beeston's conversion structure of an adjectival clause, and in some very recent terms adjektivischer Satz and Satzadjektiv. The early native term na'it sabab, referring to the Attraction-modelled structures, has recently been adopted by Polotsky or Badawi et al., with a somewhat different reading: 'semantically linked qualifier', etc.

6.21. Divided agreement in PS-RCs

As in SP-RC, the coreference between the head and the subject (Ant ↔ Ref) is signalled only by the agreement in gender and number, while the RC complex (S ↔ P) adopts an entirely different agreement pattern involving Ant to the process as well. With PS.RCs, the inclusion of an extra-clausal constituent to the agreement process created two agreement-assigning centres, targeting (a) the newly included head (Ant), (b) RC's predicate (P), and (c) RC's subject (S). Since the Ant ↔ Ref agreement does not differ from that previously described for SP-RC, only constituents of the divided interval of the process will be presented:

---

38 FLEISCHER. Ueber einige Arten der Nominalapposition im Arabischen, p. 36, In DIEM, W., ibid., p. 8.
PS-RC: 'amīr-at-un ḥasan-un qaṣr-u-hā
= princess: F-Idf/N beautiful-Idf/N palace-Idf/N (Ref: 3FSg)

Ant ← P agreement in case and definiteness state, and
S ← P agreement in gender and number:

The interdependence of the Ant ← P and the S ← P processes within a unique agreement pattern may be attested, as in the previous case, by eliminating the paradigmatic identity between the head and the subject’s predicate:
ra‘aytu ʔamīratan (ACC) ḥasanin (ACC) qaṣrūhā ‘I saw a princess whose...

or:
marartu bi-ʔamīratan (GEN) ḥasanin (GEN) qaṣrūhā ‘I passed by a princess whose ...

6.22. Textual evidence. Divided agreement in Classical and modern Standard Arabic. The divided agreement pattern, described on model examples, may be found in a considerable number of PS-RC constructions and their structural derivates, in Classical and Modern Standard Arabic alike.

(a) Classical Arabic:
The Koranic li-l-qāsiy-at-i qulūb-u-hum ‘for those whose hearts are hardened’
= for-Df-hard-FSg-G hearts:F/Sg 49 -N-Ref: 3PI/M in: fa-way/un li-l-
qāsiyati qulūbuhum min dikri Ilāhi ‘Alas for those whose hearts have been hardened to God’s remembrance!’ (Qur. 39:22; translation by Ahmed Ali, 1988, numbered).

Diem assumes the following process of structural derivation in the general frame of Reckendorf’s Attraction theory: 50
- nās-un qulūb-u-hum qāsiy-at-un ‘people whose hearts are hardened’ → SP-
RC / Idf
= people-Idf/NM-hearts-NFSg-their:3PIM-hard-FSg-IdfN
- nāsun qāsiyatun qulūbuhum ‘Id.’ → PS-RC / Idf

49 For the agreement of non-human plural with feminine singular, and related issues see §2.1 (22), fn. 6.
elision of the lexical head is made possible by substantivizing the RC’s predicate:

\[ al-\text{qāsiyatu\ qulūbuhum} \rightarrow \text{PS-RC / Df} \]

Similar examples:

\[ baqaratun\ șafirā’u\ fāqirī’un\ lawnuhā‘a\ fawn\ coloured\ cow,\ rich\ yellow‘;\]

\[ al-mu’alla’āfatu\ qulūbuhum‘those whose hearts have to be acquired’.\]

(b) Modern Standard Arabic:

\[ \text{gāmi’u\ l-taghīzāti\ l-maṣlūbi\ tawaffuruhā ‘all\ the\ equipment\ required\ to\ be}\ available’; \]

\[ adadan\ mi’n\ al-maṣāri’i\ l-gārī\ tanfiṣujyā‘a\ number\ of\ plans\ in\ current\ execution’; \]

\[ muḥādarātuhu\ l-sābīqu\ qikruhā‘his\ aforementioned\ lectures’; \]

\[ (wa-qad\ ġārāt\ min)\ baladīn\ ma’rūfatin\ šiddatu\ ḥarāratihī‘(she\ came\ from)\ a\ country\ known\ for\ the\ intensity\ of\ its\ heat’; \]

\[ al-‘ābiyatu\ l-munbasīfatu\ sūfihuhā‘the\ buildings\ with\ flat\ roofs’.

(c) Deviated structural and agreement patterns.

A curious example from a 1950s newspaper with absence of a lexically identifiable subject was presented by Polotsky,\(^{51}\): \[ al-sanrū\ l-naim\ atu\ c\ alayhi\ ‘the\ bed\ on\ which\ she\ is\ sleeping’,\] with an empty subject slot:

\[ al-sanr-ū\ l-nā‘im\ at-ū\ ʿalay-hi\ O\ (Df-bed:MSg-N Df-sleeping-FSg-N on-Ref:it:3/ M/Sg); \]

51 DIEM, W., pp. 8 – 12; with segmentation added and glossing considerably modified.
53 BROCKELMANN, C. ii, p. 561; with an elided Ant.
54 BADAWI, E. et al., pp. 114 – 117, ʿaš sabābī‘semantically linked qualifier’.
55 In Syntax, Vol. 2001, p. 187 (modified);
56 Ibid., p. 188, altering with a SR relative: al-ʿābiyatu\ l-munbasīfatu\ l-sūfihī.
The absence of a lexically identifiable subject (S) is compensated by a pronominal trace, derived from the gender-number inflection -at (FSg), and the 3rd person feminine singular (‘she’), referring to the null-subject (O), the case inflection being irrelevant to the matter.

6.23. Divided agreement is an exclusive feature of Arabic, occurring only in the Arabic PS-RC constructions, and has no cross-linguistically attested parallels, not even in modern Semitic languages. The exclusiveness of this agreement strategy is confirmed by Melnik (2006, http 2-4) who confronts non-finite RCs in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) with those in Modern Hebrew (MH):

Only RCs derived from the general structural type NS-RCs co-occur in both languages:

**MSA:** al-mar'atu l-nā'imatu fl bayti-hā lit. ‘the woman sleeping in house-her’
**MH:** (ha-)anashim ha-mexakim ba-taxana ‘(the) people (who are) waiting in the station’

= (Df-) people: MPI HA58-Pa: waiting: MPI in-station) → compact agreement between the head and its modifier: in gender: M and number: Pl (case is not overtly marked in MH), M/Pl;

Arabic PS-RCs, apparently also SP-RCs, related to the type S-RC, have no MH parallel:

**MSA:** īgtama'tu bi-l-mar'at-i l-gālis-i-zawg-u-hā (I met with-Df-woman: FSg-G Df-Pa: sitting-G MSg-husband: M/Sg-N-Ref: 3/F/Sg) ‘I met the woman whose husband is sitting’ → (PSRC: divided agreement: Ant-P: Df. G; P-S: M/Sg);

7. Problematic accessibility positions: direct object (DO)

7.1. Controversial evidence in grammars of Classical Arabic

The direct object (DO) relativization does not seem to have been subject to an exhausting and well-documented description in the Arabic non-finite syntax and, in the current practice, it only very rarely goes beyond the frame of finite-verb relatives. DO non-finite relativization is not the only problematic area. Irrespective of whether through subject or non-subject strategy, not even the DO position in a non-finite declarative sentence is entirely free from unsolved

---

58 HA formally coincides with the definite article *ha-* (and apparently co-functions therewith) though its occurrence in non-finite RCs is compulsory and independent of the head’s definiteness state.
problems and disturbing alternations. Let us consider the inherited controversial evidence from Classical Arabic and related grammars:

GEN: *kullu nafsīn dā 'iqātu l-mawt-i* ‘every soul will taste the death’ (Qur., 3: 185);
GEN: *al-muqīmīn l-salāt-i* ‘those who perform (the rites of) prayer’ (Wright, ii, 222)
GEN: *zaydun i/l-dāhiru ra'sī l-gāni* ‘Zeid who smites the head of the offender’ (ibid.);
GEN: *‘alladāguida yazumīna ‘annahum mulāqū rabbihim* ‘those who believe they will meet their Lord’ (ibid., 195);
ACC: *zaydun nākīhun ibnīhu ḍabar gādān zubaydā* ‘Zeid’s son is to be married tomorrow to Zubaida’ (ibid.);
ACC: *wa-l-muqīmīn l-zakāt-a* ‘and those who pay the poor-rate’ (ibid., 63);
ACC: *al-mu’īmunā hu-a gāri-hā* ‘those who feed the son of her protected companion’ (Reckendorf, 1921, 175).

Classical variations, like those collected by Reckendorf (1921: 178), illustrate the way participles govern the pronominal object:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{al-qāṭīlūna la-hū,} \\
\text{al-qāṭīlūna 'iyyā-hū,} \\
\text{al-qāṭīlūna-hu,} \\
\text{al-qāṭīlū-hū.}
\end{align*}
\]

All these structural types are still reflected in one way or another in the non-finite syntax of Modern Standard Arabic. Most researchers are primarily concerned with dominant relativizing strategies, represented by the finite-verb relatives, and no known authoritative descriptive study has ever convincingly disapproved the validity of this controversial Classical heritage for Modern Standard Arabic.

The lack of convincing textual and descriptive evidence for the DO non-finite relativization is sometimes compensated by data provided by the native speakers:

PNS-RC (NS = DO) → SR:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{‘ahmad-u l-sāriq-u l-sayyār-at-a} \\
= \text{Ahmad-NOM the-Pa:stealing-N the-car-F/Sg-ACC} \\
\text{‘Ahmad stole the car’ >}
\end{align*}
\]

PS-RC → NSR:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{al-sayyār-at-u l-sāriq-u-hā ‘ahmad-u (the-car-F/Sg-NOM the-Pa:stealing-N} \\
\text{Ref:3/F/Sg Ahmad-NOM) ‘the car that Ahmad stole’ (Shireen Siam, p.c.).}^{59}
\end{align*}
\]

\[59\text{DORON, E., REINTGES, C., op. cit., p. 43.}\]
7.2. Most frequent types of DO-related ambiguities

Pausal singulars and broken plurals, in written media and spoken radio and TV broadcasts, as well as merging GEN/ACC cases in sound plurals and duals, nullify the current paradigmatic evidence and, combined with the lack of an accepted grammatical norm, further lengthen the list of ambiguities.

Let us examine a number of DO-related constructions drawn from authoritative lexicons, school-texts (Egyptian Ministry of Public Education), terminological lists (Cairo Academy of the Arabic Language), media and other sources (in alphabetically arranged sources no page indication is given).

(1) zero / -li alternation (where zero = ACC or GEN):

(zero) särīḥ ʻābir al-qārāt ‘intercontinental ballistic missile (milit.)’
lit., missile /which is/ traversing the continents, (W/C);
‘ittīgāh muḍādd ‘aqrāb as-sā’a ‘anti-clock direction’ (PMD);
lit., ‘direction opposing /that of/ the clock’s hand’;
ḥayawānāt ʻākilat al-luḥūm ‘Carnivora (zool.)’,
lit., animals eating flesh (‘IH. 60);
safīnā hāmilat al-ṭā’rāt ‘aircraft carrier (milit.)’,
lit., ship carrying aircrafts;

(li-) muwaddad muḍādd li-l-ḥayawīyāt ‘antibiotic substances; antibiotics (pharm.)’;
lit. substances opposing (antagonizing) living cells (W/C)
shortened forms (generic term deleted):
(a) muḍāddāt li-l-ḥayawīyāt (Ac., 3: 128)
(b) muḍāddāt al-ḥayawīyāt (Ac., 2: 9).
ğāz musīl li-l-dumūc ‘tear gas’, lit., ‘gas provoking the tears’ (PMD)

sābūn musīl li-l-rā’iḥa ‘deodorizing soap’, lit., ‘soap suppressing the odour’ (advert.).

Participles, like ʻābir (→ zero), muḍādd (→ -li) are derived from transitive verbs uniformly governing the direct object (DO) in accusative: ḍādda l-ḥayawīyāt (ACC); ʻabara l-qārrāt (ACC).

7.3. The confrontation of Keenan and Comrie’s Accessibility Hierarchy (AH) predictions with problematic accessibility positions produces results that

---

cannot be applied to the Arabic non-finite syntax. According to the AH, it is easier to relativize direct objects than it is to relativize indirect objects, and the latter, in turn, are easier to relativize than positions marked by oblique cases, and so on.

**direct object position (DO):**

\( al\text{-kitāb-u} \text{llādi qarā'tu-/hu/ the book /that/ I read}; \)

\( =\text{the-book-N Rel /I/ read-/Ref/)}^{61} \)

**indirect object position (IO):**

\( al\text{-wa}lād-u \text{llādi 'ayt-u-hu l-kitāb-u the boy to whom I gave the book}; \)

\( =\text{the-boy-N Rel gave-/Ref the-book-A} \)

**oblique position (OBL):**

\( al\text{-qa}lām-u \text{llādi katabt-u bi-hī the pen with which I wrote}. \)

\( =\text{the-pen-N Rel wrote-/Ref/} \)

When applying the AH predictions to non-finite relatives, we discover that they do not hold for the relativization of the DO position that is markedly ‘less easy’ to relativize than that of the OBL, as far as Arabic is concerned. This apparent anomaly may be attested by the already quoted SU - OBL pair:

**SU:** \( al\text{-mar'atu l-sākinatu fī baytihā the woman (who is) living in her house} \rightarrow \text{SR} \)

**OBL:** \( al\text{-baytu l-sākinatu fī-hī l-mar'atu the house the woman is living in} \rightarrow \text{NSR}. \)

It should be noted, however, that this apparent contradiction does not result from the failure of the AH theory but rather from the lack of an obligatory normative code on the side of Arabic.

8. Arabic non-finite relative clauses classified by accessibility positions

By the ability to relativize Arabic NF-RCs may be subdivided into two classes. (1) RC relativizing subject positions (SR-RCs) and (2) those relativizing non-subject positions (NSR-RCs), like direct object (DO), indirect object (IO), attribute (GEN) or adjunct (OBL); in the non-finite domain, some of them are either unattested and hypothetical or entirely missing.

---

8.1. Subject relativizing relative clauses (SR-RCs):

(1) RCs whose predicate is devoid of argument:
   al-bintu l-nā′īmatu ‘the girl (who is) sleeping’

(2) al-ma′r`atu l-sākinatu fī baytihā ‘the woman (who is) living in her house’;

(3) al-ma′r`atu l-ḥasanatu l-wāghī ‘the woman whose face is handsome’;
   al-′abniyatu l-munbasitatu l-suṭūḥi ‘the buildings whose roofs are flat’;

(4) zero-variants:
   šārūh ‘ābir al-qārrāt ‘intercontinental ballistic missile’ (W/C)
   safina nāqilat al-bitrūl (al-zayt) ‘tanker’, lit., vessel transporting the oil
      (advert.);
   fā′īra qādirat al-qanābil ‘bomber (milit.)’, lit., aircraft throwing the
      bombs;
   ittiḥāh muḍādd ‘aqrab as-sā′a ‘anti-clock direction’ (PMD);

li-variants:
   mawādd muḍāddi lī-l-ḥayawiyāt ‘antibiotic substances’ (‘AHT many,
      occ.);
   sā′īt muḍāddi lī-l-mā′ ‘water-proof watches’ (advert.);
   al-ḥizb al-mu′arid lī-l-ḥukūma ‘the opposition party’ (media);
   šawārīḥ muḍāddi lī-l-fā′irāt ‘anti-aircraft missiles (milit.)’.

other prepositional variants:
   al-qūwa al-ḥārida an al-markaz ‘centrifugal force’, lit. (Ac., 1, 193);
   al-qūwa al-ḥārida min al-markaz ‘idem’ (Ac., 2, 194);
   al-qūwa al-ḥārida ilā l-markaz ‘centripetal force’ (Ac., 1, 193; PMD);

(4.1) *ahmad-u l-sāriq-u l-sayyār-at-a ‘Ahmad stole the car’
      =Ahmad-NOM the-Past-stealing-NOM the-car-F-ACC (see § 7.1): the
      unique example of this type, obtained by a native speaker’s personal
      communication in Doron & Reintges extensive study (op. cit., p. 43; p.c.
      Shireen Siam). Were this (doubtful) evidence accepted, all § 7.2 examples,
      displaying a hypothetical ACC/GEN alternation, could be re-analysed on this
      model.

8.2. Non-subject relativizing RCs (NSR-RCs):

Non-subject relativizing relative clauses (NSR-RCs) form a much less
numerous class in the framework of the non-finite syntax and in a considerable
number of world languages they are entirely missing. Cross-linguistically, their
occurrence or non-occurrence is largely unpredictable, not even on the genetic
basis: while Classical and Modern Standard Arabic offer several construction
types for non-subject relativization, in Modern Hebrew the latter option is

62 In pausally quoted examples the pausal writing is maintained.
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entirely missing. The absence of non-finite NSR-RCs is typical of (most?) Indo-European languages, like German, English or Slavic languages, inclusively of Russian, noted for the richness of participial morphology and tolerance of prenominal constructions not currently used in cognate languages.

(1) RCs whose predicate has no lexical argument:
   *al-sarîru l-nâ'înuţa 'alay-hi 'the bed /she is/ sleeping on';
(2) SP-RC: *i'mra?atun wağhu-hi hasanun 'a woman whose face is handsome';
   *âmîratun qaṣrâ-hâ ba'idun 'princess whose palace (is) far away';
(3) PS-RC: *âmîratun ba'idun qaṣrâhâ / al-*âmîratu l-ba?idu qaṣrâhâ
   'a/the princess whose palace is far away';

Despite the fact that this structural type occupies the fifth position (GEN) on the AII scale, it is one of the less problematic non-subject relativizing (NSR) constructions, and is relatively well represented in all varieties of Standard Arabic:

li-l-qâsiyati qulâbu-hum 'for those whose hearts are hardened';
al-*âbniyatu l-munbasîfatu suţâhâh 'the buildings with flat roofs'.

(4) *al-sayyâratu l-sâriqu-hâ 'abímadu 'the car which Ahmad stole' (§ 7.1).

8.3. Some structural types allow both subject and non-subject relativization (convertible RCs), some others only one (inconvertible RCs). Unattested RC types with hypothetical structural variation are not included in the following examples:

8.3.1. Convertible RCs identify with constructions like
(1) al-mar?atu l-sâkinatu fi baytihâ → SR
   al-baytu l-sâkinatu fîhî l-mar?atu → NSR

---

63 MELNIK, N.: 'While subject NF-RCs are commonplace in Modern Hebrew, their non-subject counterparts are disallowed'. In Hybrid Agreement as a Conflict Resolution Strategy, from the html version.. 2.), see also DORON, E., REINTGES, C., op. cit., p. 16: both Biblical and Modern Hebrew: relativization of the subject only (with reference to Gesenius & Kautzsch, 1910).
8.32. Inconvertible RCs:
   (1) al-bintu l-nā’imatū → SR
   (2) al-mar’āatu l-ḥasanatu l-wāghi → SR
   (3) al-sarīr-u l-nā’in-at-u ‘alay-hi → NSR
   (4) ‘āmiratun qaṣruhā ba’idun → NSR
   (5) ‘āmiratun ba’idun qaṣruhā → NSR

9. Other accessibility hierarchies

9.1. MacWhinney and Pleh’s hypothesis.
Hungarian is apparently the first language to be tested by MacWhinney and Pleh to confirm their accessibility hypothesis. 66 Although the newly proposed hierarchy, devised for testing the processing easiness of finite relative clauses, cannot offer conclusive results for non-finite relativization, it may suggest some inspiring ideas even here.

The Accessibility Hierarchy, proposed by Keenan and Comrie, examines conditions under which a given syntactic position may be relativized independently of those in the matrix clause. Some other inquiries, motivated by the pragmatic goal of performing and/or understanding what is relativized, proceed in a wider frame that involves both the matrix clause and the embedded relative clause. Besides a number of other determinants, the way the two pivotal sentential elements, subject (S) and object (O), happen to occur in the matrix and in the relative clause, plays a decisive role. MacWhinney and Pleh argue that RCs which have the matrix clause subjects and objects in matched position to subjects and objects in the embedded RC, ensure better performance for both reading time and comprehension than RCs whose subjects and objects are in unmatched condition. 67 The subject-object positional relationship, of substantial importance for MacWhinney and Pleh’s relative clause processing theory, is irrelevant to the Accessibility Hierarchy where it is treated as an emergent and accidental phenomenon. When viewed from the opposite side, the specific identity of grammatical positions, as claimed by Keenan and Comrie, is not important for determining what kind of relativization it permits. What matters is the matched or unmatched co-occurrence of the matrix clause’s head in subject or object position relative to the subject or object position of the noun that is extracted from the relative clause. 68

---

65 In Syntax, 2001, p.188, al-‘āmiyatu l-munbasīfatu suţūhu-hā, altering with a more frequently used genitive construction al-‘āmiyatu l-munbasīfatu l-suţūbi.
67 KAPLAN, Aaron, F., Patterns of Relativization and Recent Formulations of Markedness, p. 8.
68 Ibid. 9, see also MacWHINNEY and PLEH, op. cit., p. 96.
The processing model, proposed by MacWhinney and Pleh, is focused on restrictive RCs with definite heads identified in terms of their semantic structure. The corpus of the RC types analysed is restricted to only four types of restrictive relative clauses whose head is either a subject or an object and whose relativized positions are filled either by a subject or an object. The corpus allows four RC types which have long attracted the attention of psycholinguistic researchers as well: subject-subject (SS), subject-object (SO), object-object (OO), and object-subject (OS).

SS type identifies with a relative construction with the subject in both clauses;
SO type: the subject in the matrix clause and the object in the relative clause;
OO type: the object in the matrix clause and the object in the relative clause;
OS type: the object in the matrix clause and the subject in the relative clause.\(^6^9\)

The following English examples have to illustrate the theory:
SS: the boy who sees the girl chases the policeman;
SO: the boy who the girl sees chases the policeman;
OO: the boy chases the girl who the policeman sees;
OS: the boy chases the girl who sees the policeman.

The rigid word order of English may lead to clausal discontinuity in some constructions and distort the sentence processing data predicted. As evident from the examples above, the clausal interruption occurs in SS and SO type relatives where the RC appears between the subject and the predicate of the main clause.

Hungarian, which has a variable word order and provides an unambiguous marking of the syntactic positions in both clauses, was found more suitable for this type of analysis.\(^7^0\)

The role of the RC’s head is doubly marked: by the case, and by the choice between the definite and indefinite verb inflection (a feature common to Uralic languages).

\(^6^9\) MacWHINNEY, B., PLEH C., op. cit., pp. 97 – 98.
\(^7^0\) Ibid., pp. 100 – 101: Hungarian has six word order patterns: SOV, OSV, SVO, OVS, VSO and VOS, though only two are unmarked (canonical: SOV which predominates when the subject has no article, and SVO is used with article-defined subjects).
SS: *a kutya kerget-i a macska-(á)t, amely néz-i az egér-et*
   (the dog/N/ chase-3Sg-Df the cat-A which/N/ watch-3Sg-Df the mouse-A)
   ‘the dog chases the cat that watches the mouse’;

SO: *a kutya kerget-i a macska-(á)t, amely-et néz az egér*
   (the dog/N/ chase-3Sg-Df the cat-A, which/N/ watch-3Sg-Idf the mouse-(N))
   ‘the dog chases the cat whom watches the mouse’;

OO: *a fiú-t csókol-ja a lány, aki-t meg-harap-ja a kutyá*
   (the boy-A kiss-3Sg-Df the girl/N/ who-A Prf-bite-3Sg-Df the dog)
   ‘the girl who the dog bites kisses the boy’

OS: *a fiú-t csókol-ja a lány, aki féle a kutyá-tól*
   (the boy-A kiss-3Sg-Df the girl/N/ who be afraid-3Sg-Idf the dog-of)
   ‘the girl who is afraid of the dog kisses the boy’

9.2. Sheldon’s and Arnon’s hypotheses

Likewise Sheldon (1974) came to test the processing easiness of complex sentences by the way subject and object co-occur in the main and dependent clauses. The matched co-occurrences (SS, OO), referred to as parallel function, are claimed to be easier to process than unmatched ones (SO, OS).

Sheldon’s parallel function strategy as well as related hypotheses found a number of applications in testing language acquisition and processing with both adults and non-adults. Relative clauses have been extensively exploited to this end owing to their complexity and apparent difficulty the language users, especially non-adults, experience with them.

Arnon reports the results of two experiments designed to re-evaluate the predictions of relative clause acquisition and processing among young Hebrew speakers. The experiments, based on the subject-object opposition, showed that

---

71 Ibid.
72 The OS example was added by the author of the present study to complete the testing set.
the SS-type subject relatives (the granny that kisses the girl) results in intact performance because the head receives the correct thematic role, while the OS type object relatives (the granny that the girl kisses) leads to a chance performance because both the head (the granny) and the RC’s subject (the girl) have an agent role. Two competing agents, representing the cause of acquisition and processing difficulties for both adults and non-adults, require the ability to correctly identify the thematic role of each of them. 

Testing RC’s (detached from the picture procedure):

ha-safla she menasheket et ha-ylada → SR
(the granny that kisses ACC the girl)
‘the granny that kisses the girl’;

ha-safla she ha-ylada menasheket → NSR
(the granny that the girl kisses)
‘the granny that the girl kisses’.

9.3. Özcelik’s experiments in processing Turkish relative clauses

Recent experiments with the processing ease rating in Turkish relatives led to some unexpected results. The confrontation of some predictions of the Keenan and Comrie’s Accessibility Hierarchy (AH) hypothesis with the results of processing tests in two genetically and structurally different languages, English and Turkish, discovered several contradictory points. For purposes of the present discussion it is sufficient to recall that the highest point on the AH scale is occupied by the subject position.

Özcelik’s research, concerned with the processing of relative clauses in Turkish as a second language, is focused on the processing of the first two AH positions: subject (S) and object (O):

In his processing experiments Özcelik relies on a number of procedures devised by different authors. Linear distance hypothesis (LDH), advanced by Tarollo and MyHill, claiming that processing difficulties with relative clauses can be predicted by the linear distance between the head and the gap (the trace of an extracted element), that is, the number of intervening words occurring in this interval. A somewhat modified version of this hypothesis appeared as the

---

75 Ibid., p. 1.
76 Ibid., p. 3.
77 ÖZÇELIK, Ö. Processing relative clauses in Turkish as a second language. PhD. dissertation, pp. 1 – 160. From the html version.
Syntactic prediction locality theory (SPLT), proposed by Gibson, E., and some others.\footnote{Gibson, E. Linguistic complexity: locality of syntactic dependencies. \textit{Cognition}, No. 69, pp. 1–69. In ÖZÇELIK, Ö., op. cit., p. 6.}

According to Gibson's hypothesis, only the elements, occurring between the head and the gap, that introduce new discourse referents (noun phrases and main verbs), should be calculated:

\begin{itemize}
  \item English:
    \begin{enumerate}
      \item subject relative → SR
      \item \textit{the lion that \underline{carries the cow}} → LDH = 1 word; SPLT = 0 words
      \item object relative → NSR
      \item \textit{the lion that \underline{the cow carries}} → LDH = 4 words; SPLT = 3 words
    \end{enumerate}
  \end{itemize}

\textbf{Prediction:} English subject RCs are easier to process than (direct) object RCs.\footnote{Ibid., p. 9.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item Turkish:
    \begin{enumerate}
      \item subject relative → SR
      \item \textit{\underline{inek-i ta\i-san}} aslan → LDH = 2 words
      \item object relative → NSR
      \item \textit{\underline{inek-in ta\i-di\i}} aslan → LDH = 1 word
    \end{enumerate}
  \end{itemize}

\textbf{Prediction:} Turkish (direct) object RCs are easier to process than subject RCs.\footnote{Ibid.}

The latter prediction, derived from the LDH analysis clearly contradicts that obtained from Keenan and Comrie's Accessibility Hierarchy where the subject (SU) occupies the top-position on the hierarchy scale.

\section*{REFERENCES}


VRIES, de → de VRIES, Mark, 2001.


Symbols and abbreviations
1-2-3 → first, second, third person of all word-classes inflecting for person; A or ACC → accusative case; Ant → antecedent, head noun; BP → broken (intra-root) plural; DA → divided agreement; DC → declarative mood; Df or DEF → (1) category of definiteness: definite/indefinite (incl.); (2) definite state, definite article; DI → dual; F → feminine gender; FR → finite relativization; F-RC → finite RC; G or GEN → genitive case; Gap-Ref → relativization strategies indicating the position of the extracted (relativized) element in the RC either by a gap (absence) or a referent pronoun representation; Idf or INDEF → indefinite state, indefinite article; Ipf → imperfect; imperfective; M → masculine; MC → matrix, main clause; NFR → non-finite relativization; NF-RC → non-finite RC; N or NOM → nominative case; NS → non-subject; NSR → non-subject relativization; NS-RC → RC with an internal non-subject; NSR-RC → non-subject relativizing RC; O → object; P → predicate; Pa → active participle; Pf → perfect, perfective; PI → plural; Pos → possessive; Pp → passive participle; Prt → present, present tense marker; PS-RC → non-finite RC with a predicate - subject order; Pst → past tense, past tense marker; Qur → Koranic citations; RC → relative clause; Ref → referent or resumptive pronoun (‘a’dh); Rel → relative pronoun; S → subject; Sg → singular; SP-RC → non-finite RC with a subject-predicate order; S-RC → RC with internal subject; SR → subject relativization; SR-RC → subject-relativizing RC; TA → tense-aspect morphology (inflection); tanwin → graphic symbol for the Standard Arabic indefinite article with an integrated case (NOM, GEN, ACC) in triptotic declension.

(Less current symbols are explained as occurring with the subject treated)
**Symbols in Keenan and Comrie’s Accessibility Hierarchy:**
SU → subject; DO → direct object; IO → indirect object; OBL → oblique, i.e. an oblique case nominal expressing argument of the matrix predicate, as *the chest* in *John put the money in the chest*; GEN → genitive or possessor; OCOMP → object of comparison (Comrie, Bernard (in co-authorship with E.L. Keenan): Noun Phrase Accessibility and Universal Grammar, pp. 6-7).

**Lexicographical and textual sources:**

'Azmī, Sulaymān, 1961: *'Alā ħāmiš al-šīb*. Cairo → 'AHT.


Fayyād, Muḥammad Muḥammad, n.d.: *al-Mağnāfīsiya wa-l-kahrābā*. Cairo, Ministry of Education → MK.


**Source symbols in alphabetic order:**
Ac. → *Mağnāf al-muṣṭalḥat al-ilmīya wa-l-fanna*;

'AHT → 'Azmī, Sulaymān;

BADAWI et al. → Badawi Elsaid, M.G. Carter and A. Gully, 2004;

DFA → Saisse, L. et I. Chēhata;

KUNO, 1973 → ibid.;

KUNO, 1976 → ibid.;

MK → Fayyād, M. M. et al. ;

PMD → Fahmy, Hassan El-Sayed;

Qur. → *al-Qurān. Koran*;

Syntax 2001 → El-Ayoubi Hashem et al. 2001;

T'IH → Bannūn, M. A. et al.;
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